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MECHANICAL PENCIL
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Mechanical Pencil

Mechanical Pencil

A105C-G 0.5mm

A105C-P 0.5mm

A105C-K 0.5mm

A105C-S 0.5mm

A105C-W 0.5mm

G Yellow K P PinkLight Green

S Sky Blue W White

• Cap-type mechanical pencil  
in solid, vivid colour barrel with 
gloss finish
• Barrel colours: 

50mm x 5mm

ORDER INFORMATION:
Minimum Order Quantity: 500 pcs
Type of Imprint: Silk printing. 1 or 2-colour imprint. 
Digital Mockup: 3 to 5 days upon confirmation.
Actual Sample: Actual sample (if required) will only be provided upon 
confirmation.
Production Timeline:  2 to 4 weeks upon confirmation.
Artwork: All artwork must be in vector format (.ai or .eps). Text smaller than 
6 pt. is not recommended and all text must be converted to outlined vector 
shapes. Please provide Pantone® ink colour(s). Colour matches may vary 
slightly.  Email artwork to imprinting@pentel.com.sg.

MAXIMUM IMPRINT
AREA:

FEATURES:



1. MINIMUM ORDER QUANTITY
The quantity varies per product ordered. 

Check individual pages for minimum order 

requirements.

4. CORRECTIONS / CANCELLATIONS
Any/all costs incurred by Pentel prior to notification 

of cancellation will be invoiced.

3. SAMPLES
Actual samples are provided (if required)

only upon order confirmation.

5. PRODUCTION TIME
Production time may vary per quantity and 

item. Approximately 2 to 4 weeks working 

days. It does not include delivery time, 

sample/mockup production.

6. ARTWORK
All artwork must be in vector format (.ai or .eps). 

Text smaller than 6 pt. is not recommended and 

all text must be converted to outlined vector 

shapes. Please provide Pantone® ink colour(s). 

Colour matches may vary slightly.  

Email artwork to imprinting@pentel.com.sg.

2. YOUR ORDERS MUST INCLUDE:
1. Item code and description

2. Quantity per item

3. Imprint colours desired; specify Pantone® 

ink colour(s)

4. Exact copy typed, not handwritten

5. Copy instructions and layout

6. Artwork in vector format (.ai or .eps)

For repeat orders, provide previous

Pentel invoice number.

General Information
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